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With the recognition of a functional relationship
between anti-social behavior and the environment in which it occurs,
and hence of the appropriateness of environmental intervention, there
has been un increasing appeal for the use of behavior modification
with criminals and delinquents. This has led to the development of
many sound programs in the area of prevention and rehabilitation. Two
programs of each type are described. At the same time, however, there
are several issues which presently plague the effectiveness of
behavior modification. In general, these issues relate to the need to
establish behavior modification programs on an empirical or
analytical basis, the need to focus upon possible side effects which
are incompatible with long-range goals, and finally the need to go
beyond a demonstration of the power of behavior modification and
focus on problems of generalization, bringing the behavior under the
control of natural contingencies. (Author/KS)
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havior therapy, operant conditioning and rein+ L! pi Ihive tHen de-

veloped in prisons, training schools, tnstitttlow, haliway houses and e

munity based prevention programs.

Although behavior modification programs difrer uarkcd1y in terms 01 the

specific procedures they utilize each one usual Ly hased on vh-t1 generr.

assumption that there I.e a functional relationship between antisocial behavior

and the envronment in which it occurs. Granted Otis assumption, then it

becomes clear that one way to change delinquent behavior is to eh nge the en-

vironment. This then is probably the basic difference between the behavior

modification approach and some of the more traditional psychological and psy-

chiatric methods of rehabilitating crtminals and delinquents. Instead of

trying to change the person.through some type of period c, psychotherapeutic

or verbal mediation the focus is on changing the environment so that appro-

priate behaviors are strengthened or weakened. In general. the environment

is arranged so that adaptive behavior is strengthened through rewarding con-

sequences and maladaptive or antisocial behavior is weakened through non

rewardIng and/or punishing consequences.

There seems to be little question but that the behavior modification

approach has been productive and that muzh of the present enthusiasm is
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warranted. This will be exemplified throug,1 A rylerence to tour dif-

ferent rams two which relate to prcvcw
to riuTh-

itt tat Lull

One of the preventive programs was deve tOptd 1N" 1 and their

associates
13 in Arizona while the second is pt-1.el,

Phillips and others
2,12 at the University of K l!o;.s o h instances the

-Led by Wolf,

population being served consisted of adolescent boys who d Lp Layed a high frc-

quency of antisocial behavior but had not been adjudica i LhAinquent. Also

in both instances the basic procedure was to arrange d rivironment so that

rewards were contingent upon small, successive approximations of adaptive be-

havior in a variety of situaions. The main differenc,: was that the Arizona

project was conducted in the natural environment with boys residing at home

while the Kansas project was conducted within a home-style, residential setting

(Achievement Place). While it is still too ea ly to properly assess the effects

of either program, preliminary studies have been quite iimpressive. Through

the systematic manipulation of reinforcement contingencies high frequencies

of intolerable, disruptive behavior have been replaced by behavior which is

much more adaptive and related to community survival.

Both of the rehabilitation programs took place within correctional faci-

lities. One Was developed by Cohen and his associat s9,10 at the National

Training School when it was in Washington D,C. and the other, by McKee and

his associates
8 at Draper Prison in Alabama. In both programs the environment

was arranged so that aversive Consequences were minimized and iumate:i didn't

have to do anything to obtain the basic necessities of penal life. However,

for those who wanted to improve their life style points or marks could be

earned through mall units of academic achievement and cashed in for more

interesting food, special privileges, opp -tunicies to spend time in a rec-



reati4:.;u loungc, and occaiinnal trips away from

!inese systems the atti...udes of the

basis the- boan co spend long hours on th,,ir

problems were greatly decreased.

As mentioned above the results of those progne.-
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ive and the

enthusiasm of their proponents seems warranted. Ho r tiw trntire picture

regarding the future of behavior moditicati n doeh not consit f unqualified

opttmism. It seems clear that the behavior modification , -Zo- will not I

the final phase in the rehabilitation of delinquents :incl minals; at least

not in terms of the present status of behavior modification. There is con-

siderable historical evidence that aew treatment approach,s, if they arc to

survive at all, are initially met with overwhelming artentJon and enthusiasm,

are hailed as the solution to all problems and are kcluded in the treatment

armament of most respectable instituious and agencies. Howeykr, once the ini-

tial dust has seCcled the really significant issues begin to arise. Due to the

objective, empirical nature of many behavior_modification programs the quest

of whether or not behavior can really be modified has already received an af-

firmative answer, at least with respect to many different, overt behaviors.

However, there are other issues which currently plague the development and

possibly even the survival of the behavior modification approach.

Basically, the issues I am referring co relate to what constitutes behavior

modification, the manner in which it should be applied (especially with cri-

minals and delinquents) and the need to go beyond the repeated demonstration

14
the law of effect and focus on the more important problem of generaliza-

tion or the transition from tne artificial or cont,:olled environment to the

natural environm-nt. W401Out further emphasis and investigation on these

issues it is likely that behavior modification will go the way, of many fads.

on



First, there appears to be considerahlc 1 w t1 respect LO Wh t

cont1tutc behavior modificat1on4. Whilc Ld LitAt thc

lc

(i.e. shaping, prompting; fading, reLnfo eMk:hL, i1tment, etc

chniques are cirived from or conci stent

there is considerable variation in the manner 117 :eehniques arc

applied. For example, in many situations nehavie: mo,..ilicaLio mere IY connotes

the administration of certain procedures. Precietenft:ned hchavi rewarded,

ignored or punished th ough contingency manageluL. huI,Nycl" there is no

systematic data collection or analysis to provLtii empiriA:a! verification of

the effects of those procedures. Procedures selected and :uaintained ()I an

a priori basis ("they were shown to be effective in someone elses progras

or on the basis of "good common sense" (T.V. is reinforcing for most kids").

Unfortunately, good common sense or knowing what works with others is not good

enough; especially in working with delinquents and criminals. It would seem

that if the solution were that simple the problems would have been solved a

long time ago.

One of the major assets of the behavior modification approach is that it

is amenable to cor.tinuous, empirical verification. Procedures can be selected,

maintained and modified on the basis of their effects on behavior and not on

the basis of common sense, subjective impression or guesswork. This emphasis

on the dynamic aspect of behavior modification, the interaction between pro-

cedure and effect, has resulted in the process being relabeled applied behavior

analysis) The main point then, iS that systematic empirical analysis of the

effects of specific behavior modification procedures should be an integral

part of every behavior modification program. Without carefully defining and

monitoring the behaviOrs to be modified the value of a behavior modification

is extremely ltmited.
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The second issue pertains to the manner in wh:ch or inoJffication

programs should be applied, especially i 1 1 ;(.0.1. criminait-:. There

i- little question regardlng the power of cout_, t 7t 1 I the con-

sequences are of sufficient magnitude, whether poi(ivt: or is

relatively easy to produce at least a temporary

there any negative side effects associated with IbLI IdngL ill b-havio

is a question which warrants further consideration.

Much has been written regarding the possi,)le neg-tive side effects of

aversive control. While punishment or the threat of punihment frequently

or. But are

results in an hmmediate change in behavior it weakens the relationship (or,

in behavioral terms, the reinforcement contingency) between the person who

administers, and the person who receives the punishment. Also, although

punishment may produce a persistent effect presence of the punishing

agent, there is the question of the effect in the absence of die punishing

agent. At least in some situations punished behavior occurs more frequently

in the absence of the punishing agent.

Negative side effects may not occhr only in the context of punishment.

There is same evidence that for same individuals the process of managing rein-

forcement contingencies, even where the contingencies are primarily positive,

produces undesirable side effects. The negative side effect is that after the

contingency is removed the behavior which was previously required to get a

particular consequence occurs less frequently than it did before the contin-

gency was applied. For examp e. an adolescent is told that in order to be

able to watch T.V. at night he must clean his roam. Because T.V. is a powerful

reinforcer for this part!_cular individual he cleans his room while the con-

tingency is in effect. However, after the contingency is remo ed he cleans

his room less often than he did before the contingency was applied. Is this
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b -ecause a ts th contin it ecaii he doesn'tgency to be reinted: Or

think it is important that he cleans his roo;i

some la_ng clb_? Trie reaction is simil fo

to as "reactance" a motivationa opposl

se ausa of

lovists

freedom.

rtainly one's freedom is limited in a couti a rogram. es-

pecially one in which the consequences one pre\ 1,10v.!C on A noncontin-

gent basis are all of a sudden made contingent upon oni diti. llt or nndes rable

behavior.

The point being made is that in administering a tel tvA,:f modification

program the guiding principle should not be to utilize the procedure which

produces the greatest and mo t hnmediate change .1-1 behavior. Depending upon

the procedure and how it is administered it is possible that there will be

negative sick effects which will be incompatible with lon- range goals. This

is particularly true with punishment and may even be true in programs in which

the contingency management involves gross or unsubtle limits ci "choic

"freedom". It is frequently asked why the old training school-reformatory

point systems proved to be so ineffective when they appeared to involve con-

tingency management. It would appear that the contingency management used

in those programs was based almost entirely upon aversive control. Either

one "behaved" or he lost something aesirable. Possibly it is reinforcing not

engage in such behavior in the absence of such control, call it_ reactance

or whatever.

The final issue pertains to the problem of generalization_ As mentioned

above cf.kel.a is little question regarding the power of behavior modification

techniques. In most instances it has been found that a behavior can be modi-

fied in a desirable direction if the consequences (especially the immediate

consequences) can be manipulated or controlled. However, in the process of

controlling a consequence an artificial contingency is introduced. And while

6
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the artificial contingency may produce succ c or cd i 7 ic:ir ion

is still the question of haw to bring the IN0.:

of natural contingencies. To illustrate the pro!,11

get a delinquent yo,:th to display good mannt.r:,

cssive approximations of appropriate behavior

control

1k 10

Lukens for ;;tic-

_UM D,Fwnding upon

the severity of the problem, establishing good IL ic ceLniers could be an im-

pressive and worthy achievement even though accomp Li sbtd through artificial

contingencies. However, if the rehabilitat n ior !nivi ttc.t ion) is to be com-

plete it is necassary to eventually bring the good taole manners under the

control of natural contingencies. There are few places in soc ety where a

person will get: paid for displaying good manners.

Due to the behaviorists' zeal for empirical verification (or at least some

behaviorists) the magnitude of the problem is demonstrated repeatedly. That

is, in order to demonstrate that a particular technique has produced a

nificant change in behavior the behavior modifier will frequently switch from

the treatment conditions (i.e the artificial contingency) to a no treatment

condition (Which frequently represents the natural eonting ncy). This is the

typical ABA experiment I design. And what the behavior modifier typically

finds is that once the treatment conditions (the artificial contingencies)

are removed the behavior quickly reverts back to its pretreatment level or

frequency. To use an example with table manners, once good table manners

were established the tokens might be removed (or administered noncontingently)

to see if it was the contingent administration of tokens that produced the

good table manners. And under such conditions one is likely to find that the

level or freque cy of good table manners will decline.

While it is necessary to perform manipulations such as those involved in

the.ABA design it is hiportant not to stop with the demonstration of a causal



relationship betwe n a behavior and a parti,1,17-

the behavior dev:criortes wt n the contiii !

rn_it the problem of generaliza Ion. IL is LI

nodifiCation pr grams ro move beyond the

effect and to focus more on bniidin

Although there have been some efforts in thi-; Lon ii. rese:Irch

is needed.

To summarize, there has been inel:easing ATI), al lor Lii. ot behavior

nodification with criminals and delinquents which Ii i' id :o the deve opment

of many sound programs in the area ot prevention and rehabilitation. AL the

same time, however, there are several issues which preser:tly plague its effec-

tiveness. Ln general these issues relate the noed to establish behavior modi-

fication programs on an empirical or analytic basis, ri_1t. nee d to focus on

po-- ble side effects which are incompatible with tong range Koals and finally

the need to go beyond a demonstration of the power of behavior modification

and focus on problems of generalization.

Lhosc

law
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